


1st year kindergarten 

• This is our first year learning English. We have sang, we have played and we 
have learnt a lot 

• We know more about English festivities, such as Halloween and Christmas 

• We have learnt about our school, our body, the 4 seasons, the means of 
transports and the bugs, especially about a very hungry caterpillar 

• We have been looking for ssssnakes, aaaants and tttturtles  



3rd year of kindergarten children discover the Space world travelling on 
their rockets 
Making off… 



Final result! 





They have discovered The Gruffalo adventures through the woods 



ENGLISH EXPERIENCE IN YEAR 2 

Designing  a School Linguistic Project  pretends to match strategies an methodology in 

order to work the skills of linguistic competence in different  curricular areas as well as  

favoring the integration and connection of the languages around children.  

 

Cognitive skills that have place  in the simple processes of oral and written 

communication are interrelated through the integration of languages in the curriculum 

and the development of communicative competence in all languages, the foreign 

language and the mother tongue. The acquisition of grammatical or orthographic skills 

and communicative functions overlap in the learning of the two languages with the 

common goal of learning to communicate.  

 

This implies that the fundamental activity in the classroom is the development of 

production activities and the reception of oral texts and writings that favor the transfer 

of communication strategies between languages. 

In this course, we have emphasized this 

transfer between languages in the 

concrete aspect of written expression. 

The texts produced by 2nd grade 

students have been interrelated in 

Spanish and English with the aim of 

communicating during the learning of 

strategies for the execution of written 

texts in English and facilitating its 

generalization in Spanish.  

The description of objects, places, 

people, expressions of desires, abilities, 

personal information, etc. they have been 

treated in an interrelated way in both 

languages. 



CHILDREN INTERACTING TO REFLECT  ON LANGUAGE AND FINALLY  

PRODUCE LANGUAGE. 

ENJOY YOUR DESERVED SUMMER HOLIDAYS !!!! 



• ENGLISH  IN   3RD  PRIMARY : 

 

 

       Our students have enjoyed carrying out lots of activities and they felt 

absolutely  involved in the activities proposed in English  and Science 

. 

 

          We want to stand out  our Halloween celebration. First the children 

elaborated scary stories then we read a spooky story followed with 

lots of crafts activities.Besides they decorated the classroom and they 

had the time of the lifes ! 

 

 

 

 



            

          Show and Tell. 

      Our students   felt proud of themselves when they 

realised they could do a trully long description of a topic 

in English..  

   First they did a research about their favorite wild 

animal, then they read carefully about them and wrote a  

description of the animal, then they memorized their 

own texts and finally they showed the animal and told 

everything about them without having any  prompt.  

 They were amazing students!! 

 

 



Children Literature 

Our students practiced reading 

short plays  

out loud in order to improve 

reading 

fluency. We read books with the 

children 

in English  regularly. 

 

 

Natural Science 

   Through drama activities 

children 

achieved science concepts. 

They 

carried out different 

experiences and 

workshops to lead to the 
scientific method . 

 



This is our favourite project: 
 
“Bilateral meeting and London trip”. We loved it because 
we lived everything  that we learnt! 
On 27th June we travelled to London. 
We met our English friends and shared time with them. We  
practised all the communicative situations that we learnt 
and we  saw all the main monuments and places. We used 
all the means of transport except cabs! 



On 1st July we visited our English friends at Marian Vian primary 

school. The headteacher and their teachers were very friendly. We 

shared lots of activities. We met our friends and we spoke to them! 



The school has a 
Programme: 

 
“Outdoor 
learning”. 

 
It´s amazing! 

They have got a farm  
with chickens and 
hens. We fed them! 

They have got a 
pond. We could 
see newts, The 
headteacher 
explained us 
about all the 
animals that 
lived in the 
pond. 



We played at the 
playground with our English 
friends. It was very funny! 

Later, we showed 
them our 
presentations about 
our city and school. 
They asked 
questions! 



They sang several English songs. We 
liked them a lot! 

To finish, We gave them our 
presents and they gave us their 
presents too. 
             It was fantastic! 



On 28th we went sightseeing. We took a sightseeing bus and 
we hopped on and hopped off many tames. We saw 
Buckingham palace, St Paul´s cathedral, river Thames, Houses 
of Parliament, Big Ben, Tower of London, Tower bridge… In the 
afternoon we visited the British museum. 



 
We visited the Tower 

bridge. It was amazing. 

We listened to all the 

explanations about its 

construction.  

Tower Bridge is a 

combined bascule and 

suspension bridge in Lond

on. The bridge crosses the 

River Thames close to 

the Tower of London and 

has become an iconic 

symbol of London. The 

central span of 

the bridge can be raised to 

allow ships to pass. 

 

It has glass floors. We could 

see the river and it was 

amazing! 



Later, We visited the Tower of 

London. It´s a fortress, inside we 

saw the White tower. It´s an armoury 

museum. We met several beefeaters 

and we took several photos with 

them! 

When William the Conqueror built a mighty stone tower at the centre of 

his London fortress in the 1070s, defeated Londoners must have looked 

on in awe. Now nearly 1000 years later, the Tower still has the capacity 

to fascinate and horrify. 

As protector of the Crown Jewels, home of the Yeomen Warders and 

its legendary guardians, the pampered ravens, the Tower now attracts 

over three million visitors a year. Here, the Ceremony of the Keys and 

other traditions live on, as do the ghost stories and terrible tales of 

torture and execution. 

But the Tower also has a richer and more complex history, having been 

home to a wide array of institutions including the Royal Mint, the Royal 

Armouries and even a zoo. 
 



We went to the Natural History 

museum. It is one of three 

major museums in the city.  

 The museum is home 

to life and earth science specimens 

comprising some 80 million items 

within five main collections: botany, 

entomology, mineralogy, 

paleontology and zoology. The 

museum is a centre of research 

specialising in taxonomy 

identification and conservation. 

Given the age of the institution, 

many of the collections have great 

historical as well as scientific 

value, such as specimens 

collected by Charles Darwin. 
 

 

We enjoyed at the Science 

museum! The Science Museum 

now holds a collection of over 

300,000 items, including such 

famous items 

as Stephenson's Rocket, Puffing 

Billy(the oldest surviving steam 

locomotive), the first jet engine, 

the Apollo 10 command module a 

reconstruction of Francis Crickand 

James Watson's model of DNA 

some of the earliest 

remaining steam engines 

 

 



Westminster abbey was our 

favourite Abbey! 

We went on a cruise! It was 

funny! 

We went to Camden and 

bought lots of souvenirs. We 

could bargain! 

This is Covent garden. We could 

see a fantastic performance! 



Here we are at Hamleys. 

There are lots of toys in 

it! We enjoyed a lot! 

 

This is Harrods. A 

very big  department 

store. We visited the 

food section, the toys 

section and  we loved 

it!  It´s very 

expensive! 
 

 

We played a lot at 

Hyde park. We 

saw the 

Serpentine lake, 

Kensington palace 

and Kensington 

gardens. We 

loved our trip and 

enjoyed a lot! 



 

How Does Watching a Movie Help ESL Students? 

 

In the sixth grade, we used this resource because movies are a 

brilliant way for students to hear up-to-date authentic 

speech and be exposed to various accents. And because there 

are countless movies based on an infinite amount of things, you 

can use them to introduce or spark discussions about a certain 

topic, be it a historical event, a time period or the culture of a 

foreign country. 

 

 And of course, by bringing popular movies into our 

lessons, you show students how they can learn from and practice 

English when watching movies in their own time. 



 The theater was used also because it breathes life into 

English and infuses students with a sense of drama. In-class 

theater allows students to practice their English language skills in a 

non-threatening environment. 

 

 In the sixth grade of primary we connected cinema- 

Literature and theatre. The students read Matilda book at the same 

time that they saw the film. They worked with a good  reading plan 

that connected the book and the film and also they played  Matilda. 

 

 They  loved  all the characters and described them, 

also they answered lots of questions about the film and the book. 

They had to think about relationships (parents- children/ teachers- 

pupils).  It was very funny! 

 
 

 Literature 

film 

theatre 






